Archived Jobs by Aug 2018
Research Associate at Work for Progress (position starting in August 2018)
Research Associate. Produce surveys of academic literature, research primary source
material, and gather data to be used in reports and white papers. Learn more and apply.
Chicago Booth Full-time RA (position starting 08/01/2018)
To Whom It May Concern:
Anya Kleymenova and Rimmy E. Tomy at the University of Chicago Booth School of Business are
hiring a full-time research assistant to start around August 1, 2018. This full-time RA will be
working on projects in finance and accounting. If you could please forward this posting to any
exceptional graduating seniors or recent graduates who would be interested in working with
Professors Kleymenova and Tomy for a year or two before applying to graduate school, I would
appreciate it. This position has been an excellent preparation for Economics PhD programs,
with previous participants going on to institutions like Harvard, Berkeley, Stanford, and
UChicago.
Here is a Job Description with information on how to apply. Please don’t hesitate to reach out
with any questions.
Thank you,
Stephen Lamb
Assistant Director, Faculty Support
The University of Chicago
Booth School of Business
5807 South Woodlawn Ave
Suite HC 448B
Chicago, Illinois 60637
773.834.2539
Fax 773.702.4480

LAPOP at Vanderbilt University is hiring an entry-level researcher to assist with various
aspects of the design, implementation, analysis, and reporting of public opinion studies. The
position is ideal for a college or MA-level graduate who seeks experience in a highly
collaborative and innovative academic research center.
More information is
here: https://vanderuniv.taleo.net/careersection/jobdetail.ftl?job=1801273

For description of each position, click below:
•
•
•

Program Manager, Research & Evaluation
Policy & Research Analyst
Another Policy & Research Analyst (with a larger focus on academic auditing)

*YouGov* is seeking motivated, detail-oriented coordinators to assemble
teams of independent contractors to drive to Florida counties on election
night (August 28) and obtain precinct-level results as they come in.
Coordinators will be assigned a group of counties on a geographic basis,
and will be responsible for:
– Recruiting contractors for their teams.
– Assigning contractors to counties.
– Ensuring that their contractors arrive and complete their work at
their assigned county.
Coordinators and contractors will be compensated at a base rate and will
receive an additional bonus if all assigned counties are staffed and all
results returned are accurate.
Interested parties should contact nick [dot] pelikan [at] yougov [dot] com no later than
7/15/2018. Please include a resume and two recent professional references.

YouGov’s ambition is to become a unique part of the global internet infrastructure. Like
Google for search, Facebook for social, and Amazon for retail, we want it to be YouGov for
data & trends.
Our innovative, savvy, and highly creative marketing team at YouGov is responsible for
promoting the YouGov brand to the world. Our objective is to raise YouGov’s profile among
the general public, prospective clients, potential panelists, and the media. We achieve this

through content creation—from articles in leading publications to client webinars that
affirm our thought leader status, and everything in between.
In this exciting role, you will lead our Facebook survey integration process, a critical part of
YouGov’s lateral future growth. You’ll come up with survey ideas, design questions, set up
and program surveys, and format and analyze the data. You’ll also work with other vendors
and data providers.
What will I be doing day to day?
• Supporting Facebook poll integration, including the design, creation, programming and
integration process.
• Supporting our Innovations team, including programming and data analysis for media polls.
• Survey programming: communicate with project managers to fulfill client requests, check
data collection, and edit surveys.
• Program surveys into Gryphon, YouGov’s homegrown survey platform, including working
with the limPy interface of Gryphon and web programming, both html and
JavaScript/JQuery.
• Analyze, clean, and format data during and after survey fielding, and write scripts and
programs to automate these processes as much as possible.
• Work with Python, R, SPSS, and Crunch, YouGov’s reporting platform, for the majority of
the data management tasks.
• Monitoring all phases of data collection to ensure clean, representative data and to swiftly
correct errors.
What do I need to bring with me?
• Bachelor’s degree in mathematics, statistics, computer science, social science, or related
field • Some experience in market research, polling, and/or internet ads is desirable •
Experience in data analysis, data management, and web programming • Experience in MS
Office • Some experience in SQL • Programming experience, especially R and Python, and
experience with data management tools • Willingness to collaborate and be part of a team,
but think and act independently too
Some additional information . . .
This position is a full time role based in our Washington DC Office To apply for the position,
please send a resume and cover letter to talent [at] yougov [dot] com

See job
posting: https://ats4.searchsoft.net/ats/job_board_form?op=view&JOB_ID=4600145727&CO
MPANY_ID=MA000623&redirect_qs=&redirect_qs=COMPANY_ID%3DMA000623

EPA four new jobs - hiring recent Bachelor's grads NOW!

New
Aquatic Toxicology Research
Associate at EPA
•
•

Start date: May 2018
$20.65 per hour
The EPA Environmental Research and Business Support Program has an
immediate opening for an Aquatic Toxicology Research Associate with the
Office of Research and Development at the EPA facility in Gulf Breeze,
Florida.
The selected candidate shall receive training to provide the technical
resources and expertise needed to develop and maintain toxicity databases
but shall also culture and test aquatic and terrestrial organisms (e.g., zebra
fish, sheepshead minnows, frogs and toads) and provide field assistance, as
needed, in assessments of chemical residues in habitats upon which
endangered species depend. He/she will contribute to research products and
meet milestones and project objectives and provide services in support of
research directed under the Chemical Safety and Sustainability Team.

For project details and to apply:
https://www.zintellect.com/Posting/Details/4258

New

Clinical Research Lab Associate at
EPA
•
•

Start date: May 2018
$21.27 per hour
The EPA Environmental Research and Business Support Program has an
immediate opening for a Clinical Research Lab Associate with the Office of
Research and Development at the EPA Research facility in Chapel Hill, NC.
The Clinical Research Branch (CRB) of the Environmental Public Health
Division operates laboratories and clinical facilities at the EPA Human Studies
Facility building (HSF) located on the campus of the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Responsibilities shall include general laboratory duties as well as projectbased tasks. Specifically, laboratory experiments aimed at identifying
molecular and epigenetic mechanisms associated with adverse outcomes of
pollutant exposure and biomarkers of susceptibility to the effects of pollutant
exposure. Candidate will assist in the development of in vitro
methods for studying pollutant exposures.

For project details and to apply:
https://www.zintellect.com/Posting/Details/4260

New
Environmental Exposure Research
Associate at EPA
•
•

Start date: May 2018
$21.27 per hour
The EPA Environmental Research and Business Support Program has an
immediate opening for an Environmental Exposure Research Associate with
the Office of Research and Development at the EPA’s Research Triangle
facility in Raleigh-Durham, NC.

The selected candidate shall support the review of information related to
sampling and analysis of respirable elongated mineral particles (REMP) as
these technologies apply to the measurement and modeling of asbestos in
the Iron Range of Minnesota. The review will include data and information to
support a gap analysis between REMPs found or potentially present in
numerous settings.

For project details and to apply:
https://www.zintellect.com/Posting/Details/4259

New
Sustainable and Healthy
Communities Management
Support at EPA
•
•

Start date: May 2018
$21.27 per hour
The EPA Environmental Research and Business Support Program has an
immediate opening for a Sustainable and Healthy Communities Management
Support position with the Office of Research and Development at the EPA
facility in Research Triangle Park.
The selected candidate shall assist the director and deputy director of the
Sustainable and Healthy Communities (SHC) Research Program, which
supports sustainable solutions to environmental problems. He/she shall
provide administrative and communication support to the deputy and SHC
team.

For project details and to apply:
https://www.zintellect.com/Posting/Details/4261

Also recruiting:
POSITION
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

ELIGIBILITY

LOCATION

Communications
Specialist at EPA
Full-time
$20.96per hour
Apply

Bachelor’s degree
Research
in journalism,
Triangle Park,
communications,
NC
technical
communications,
environmental
studies, or a
closely related field

Epidemiology
Research Support
Associate at EPA

Master’s degree in
Epidemiology,
Environmental
Sciences, Public
Health, Statistics,
Social Sciences,
Biostatistics,
Mathematics, or a
closely related
field.

Part-time
$28.14 per hour
Apply

Chapel Hill, NC

Want to help make a difference this election cycle?
Apply to be a Canvass Director with the Community
Voters Project.

Job opportunity to increase voter participation

Apply Today
The Community Voters Project, is looking for Canvass Directorswho are ready
to lead a team of activists in helping to register as many voters as possible in
underserved and underrepresented communities. In the 2017-2018 cycle, we
plan to register 200,000 people in as many as seven states through on-theground, site-based programs designed to reach as many unregistered
potential voters as possible
If this position is of interest to you, I highly encourage you to fill out our
online application here.

Krista Vendetti
Work For Progress
www.workforprogress.org

Mathematica Policy Research Position Opportunities
Mathematica Policy Research (MPR), a social policy and research firm headquartered
in Princeton, NJ. We are interested in recruiting recent alumni’s from your school for
various positions. Please see below the positions that we have open and looking to fill
immediately.
Please review and distribute to your graduated and alumni accordingly. We will be
reviewing applications in the upcoming weeks, so please encourage any students that
are interested in the position to apply as soon as possible.
Survey Research Associate in our Chicago, IL office
https://careers.mathematica-mpr.com/job/chicago/survey-associate/727/7999088
International Research Assistant in our Princeton, NJ or Seattle, WA offices
https://careers.mathematica-mpr.com/job/princeton/international-researchassistant/727/8148125
Pricing Associate in our Princeton, NJ office
https://careers.mathematica-mpr.com/job/princeton/pricingassociate/727/7068149
Details: About Us

Walt Disney World - Pricing Analyst
Pricing Analyst - Job ID 52666574BR - The Revenue Management and Analytics (RM&A) team
supports clients across Walt Disney Parks & Resorts including Ticketing, Resorts, Merchandise
and Food & Beverage in the core competencies of yield management, revenue planning,
forecasting, pricing, promotions and optimization.
2 MIT Research Positions

Statistical Research and computing Specialist - Job # 15769 This is a one year position with the
possibility of extension. Start date: July 1, 2018
Senior Research Support Associate - Job # 15698 This is a one-year position with the possibility
of extension to two years. The anticipated start date is June 1, 2018.
Navigant - Analyst - Life Science Business Partner

A Business Partner Analyst in the Life Science practice collaborates with other Business Partners
to support the Life Sciences practice by providing key strategic and operational support to
Managing Directors, Directors and Associate Directors to help manage and drive the strategic
objectives and tactical plans for the practice.
NOTE: QSS student recently received offer from Navigant. Please reach out to me
debora.owens@emory.edu if you are interested in learning more.

FIVE Jobs at MDRS

Please see attached PDF file for the 5 job postings at MDRC (www.mdrcorg).
MDRC is a leader in developing demonstrations and evaluations to promote family and child
well-being, improve public education, help low-income adults succeed in postsecondary
education, support low-wage workers and communities, and overcome barriers to employment.
Positions: MDRC Jobs

1. Research Analyst (New York, NY. Job code: 7102-22)
2. Technical Research Analyst (New York, NY. Job code: 7102-35)
3. Technical Research Analyst (New York, NY. Job code: 7102-39)
4. Benefit-Cost Research Associate (New York, NY or Oakland, CA. Job code: 0102-72)
5. Research Associate (New York, NY or Oakland, CA. Job code: 7102-21)

Research Analyst/Associate at Urban Institute

The Research Analyst is responsible for assisting in all phases of empirical policy research
related to welfare, retirement, tax policy, immigration, population studies, public health,
education, child welfare, population studies, criminal justice, and program evaluation.
For more information please see: Urban Institute

Penn Wharton Budget Model - Open RA position

Seeking talented undergraduate or Master students who will graduate this upcoming spring and
might want to spend 2years as a Research Associate at the Penn Wharton Budget Model before
heading to grad school.
The position is similar to those offered by the Federal Reserve and NBER, but focus more on
data analytics related to public policy.
Please see description: PWBM RA Position Description

QTM Math Circle 2018 Summer Job

The QTM Math Circle has positions open for talented undergraduate students,
graduate students, and postdocs this summer! The 3-week summer program will run from July
8th to July 28th. If interested in one of the below positions, please apply online
at: https://www.mathcircle.us/employment

Instructor - Graduate student or PhD with a mathematics/quantitative background. High school
teaching experience strongly preferred. Instructors are directly responsible for their class of
approximately 30 students. Instructors make and carry out lesson plans, monitor student
progress, supervise students during class and daytime activities, supervise Teaching Assistants
(TAs), and enforce classroom discipline. Instructors will co-teach with each other and work
together on lesson plans.
Teaching Assistant (TA) - Undergraduate students with passion for math and
teaching. TAs help instructors inside and outside the classroom and work directly with students
during class time. They are responsible for aiding instructors with lesson plans, clarifying
material and enforcing behavioral guidelines during class, serving as role models, and ensuring
student safety during the day program, which runs from 9am to 5:30pm.
Residential Assistant (RA), male - Male undergraduate, preferably
upperclassman with boarding experience. RAs live in the dormitory with boarding students for
the duration of the program. They strive to ensure student safety during the overnight/residential
program, to create a sense of community within their group, to enforce behavioral guidelines,
and to serve as role models for their students.

Part time lab position for undergraduate students
Wharton Lab NBB Undergraduate Student Request
Seeking 1 NBB Undergraduate student for fast-paced clinical Alzheimer's Disease
Research Lab. Student would work with the ASCEND and HEART Studies. Description
of studies and Wharton Lab overview can be found
at: http://neurology.emory.edu/research/laboratories/whartonlab/index.html
Lab Requirements:
Available to start with the lab this summer, preferably able to start ASAP to be
trained by summer
Preferable 2-year commitment (seeking rising juniors or sophomores)
10-12 hours per week
Morning availability
Able to drive / commute to location at 12 Executive Park Dr
Training in both clinical and wet lab work, including:
Processing spinal fluid and blood (approximately 50% of time spent in lab)
Study recruitment (i.e., study screening calls, staffing recruitment events)

Cognitive testing facilitation and scoring
Escorting study participants
Data entry and participant file management
Please sent a letter of interest and cv/resumes to whartonlabemory@gmail.com

Part-Time Research Analyst at Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project
The Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED) is hiring a *Part-time
Research Analyst* to work directly with ACLED’s Research Director on a variety of tasks
around research and analysis.
To apply, please submit a CV and cover letter detailing qualifications and experience to r [dot]
kishi [at] acleddata [dot] com with the subject title “*Analyst Application_LastName*” in the
subject line. Further information on the project available online at www.acleddata.com.
*The project:* The Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED) records,
publishes and analyses disaggregated data on violent political conflict. The data is publicly
available along with information about the project at www.acleddata.com. The data is used for a
range of purposes, from academic research on dynamics of conflict to informing diplomatic
policy, and humanitarian and development work in conflict-affected contexts.
*The role: * ACLED is recruiting a part-time research analyst to work directly with ACLED’s
Research Director on a variety of tasks around research and analysis. The ideal candidate will
have experience conducting quantitative analysis (using statistical packages, such as STATA and
R), including working with large datasets (e.g. data cleaning, prepping for analysis, etc.). The
analyst may also contribute to data management processes as needed. The analyst may support
the writing and analysis around conflict trend and thematic reports, including work on creating
engaging data visualizations using Tableau. They may also support ongoing studies through
conducting desk research and/or literature reviews. As such, familiarity with the academic
literature around conflict and political violence would be an asset.
*Specific roles and responsibility:* The role will require 20 hours per week. All work for this
position will be conducted remotely, including the initial training and periodic meetings. Team
members may work from home, the library, etc. and at any hours which are convenient, in
accordance with set submission deadlines.
*Remuneration:* Remuneration will start at 20 USD per hour depending on experience /
qualifications.
*Skills and competencies:* ACLED is seeking applicants who have the following skills and
experience:

Familiarity with Excel (essential);
Familiarity conducting high-level statistical analysis in both STATA and R; Familiarity with
creating engaging data visualizations using Tableau; Experience working with large datasets
(including data cleaning and prepping for analysis); Experience conducting desk-based research
and literature reviews; Research focus or professional experience in conflict research or peacebuilding in developing states; Familiarity with the academic literature around conflict and
political violence; M.A. in related field (asset); Experience working to deadlines with limited
supervision; A high level of attention to detail and ability to receive and incorporate feedback.
*For more details, see: *https://www.acleddata.com/about-acled/opportunities/
Johns Hopkins Summer 2018 Employment Opportunities

Summer 2018 Employment Opportunities
Linguistics Instructor and Teaching Assistant
Johns Hopkins Center for Talented Youth (CTY) offers challenging academic programs for
highly talented elementary, middle, and high school students from across the country and around
the world. We are currently seeking highly motivated and qualified candidates to work in our
summer programs. Information regarding employment and our summer programs can be found
at cty.jhu.edu/jobs/summer.
We are currently seeking individuals to teach or TA the following course:
Linguistics (grades 7 and above)
Why teach for CTY?
– opportunity to teach motivated and talented students a subject they love
– limited class size (maximum of 18 students) ensures a low student-teacher ratio
– all classes are taught by both an instructor and a teaching assistant
– opportunity to work in an environment with colleagues who share similar interests
– competitive salary plus room and board at our East and West Coast residential sites
2017 Program Core Dates*
Session 1: June 21 – July 14, 2017
Session 2: July 14 – August 4, 2017
*Some sites run one week later than these dates. For a full list of locations and dates, please visit
www.cty.jhu.edu/jobs/summer/sites_dates.html.
Terms of Employment
Starting salary for two sessions is $4,800 – $6,000 for instructors and $2,400 for TAs
Room and board are provided at residential sites. (Linguistics is only offered at our residential
sites.)

Desired Qualifications
Teaching assistant candidates are generally graduate or undergraduate students with experience
tutoring or as a college-level TA.
Instructor candidates generally have independent classroom teaching experience and are graduate
students or faculty.
More Information
Instructor and Teaching Assistant positions:
https://cty.jhu.edu/jobs/summer/positions/residential/index.html
Employment with CTY: www.cty.jhu.edu/jobs/summer
Questions? Please feel free to contact us via email at ctysummer [at] jhu [dot] edu or by calling
410-735-6185.

Six-Flags part-time data coordinator

Link: www.sixflags.com/overgeorgia
Christian McIlwain the Marketing Supervisor at Six Flags Over Georgia reached out with a job
opportunity. Looking for a part-time seasonal Data Coordinator. This position will be paid an
hourly rate and can also be used for credit as an internship as needed. The Data Coordinator
would be in charge of leading our survey team that gathers emails and surveys from guests and
puts them into a tablet. They then receive weekly reports from our corporate offices showing us
different demographic data to compile.
Description: To supervise the daily operations of the Marketing Research team, as well as collect
and analyze high-quality data from guests. This is not a full-time position. Seasonal hourly rate
applies. Able to be used for internship credit if needed.
More information: 2018 ATS Data Coordinator
Summer Teaching Positions
Summer Teaching Positions Available:
Teach Reading to Students of All Ages This Summer
·
Earn more than $6,500 duringthesummer.Teacherstypicallyearnbetween$550 and $700
per weekwhileteaching.
·
Gainover500 hoursof teacher–trainingandteachingexperiencewitha varietyofage groups.
·
Help studentsof allagesdeveloptheirreading skillsand ability to
becomeimaginativelyabsorbed in books.

The Institute of Reading Development is seeking candidates for summer 2018 teaching position.
We seek applicants with an undergraduate degree or higher from any discipline. We provide a
paid teaching program and comprehensive on-going support.
We hire people who:
·
Have strong reading skills and read for pleasure
·
Are responsible, hardworking, and have good communication and organizational skills
·
Willbe patient andsupportivewithstudents
We invite you to submit an online application and learn more about teaching for the Institute
at: http://instituteofreadingdevelopmentteachingjobs.com/

